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QUESTION 1

AGuardium administrator is checking the scheduled jobs exceptions report on a standalone Collector The 

following error is repeating every 15 minutes. 

java.lang.NumberFormatException: empty String 

The administrator also notices that the anomaly detection polling interval is 15 minutes. 

What should the administrator do next to contribute troubleshooting the problem? 

A. Pause all scheduled jobs and check if the exception comes back. 

B. identify the alert that is causing the problem by deactivating one alert at a time. 

C. Check in the alert builder to see which alerts have accumulation interval of 15 minutes. 

D. in the CLI run support must_gather aggjssues and send the file to IBM support. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

After a successful purge, a Guardium administrator observes that the full percentage of the Guardium internal database
is not decreasing. The administrator uses support show db- top-tables all and finds the size of the largest tables has
decreased significantly. 

What should the administrator do? 

A. Increase the retention period and rerun the purge. 

B. Rebuild the appliance and restore from the backup. 

C. Login to CLI and execute stop inspection-core. 

D. Optimize the internal TURBINEdatabase using diag CLI command. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

The guard_tap.ini of a UNIX S-TAP is configured with the following parameters: The collector that this S-TAP is sending
data to has become unavailable and there is no failover option configured. A Guardium administrator must communicate
the impact of this outage to users of the monitored database. 
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What should the administrator advise is the expected behavior for a database session? 

A. The session will not experience any latency or termination. 

B. No SQL can be executed and after 10 seconds the session will be terminated. 

C. in the first 10 seconds of the session SQL can be executed, then the session is terminated. 

D. in the first 10 seconds of the session no SQL can be executed, then the session will work as normal. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

A company wants to deploy S-TAPs for 2 groups of database servers located in 2 different data centers. The current set
of Collectors are fully utilized. The Aggregators and Central Manager can handle more load. 

What should a Guardium administrator recommend? 

A. Deploy 2 new Collectors, 1 in each data center. 

B. Connect S-TAPs directly to Aggregators to avoid network latency. 

C. Connect S-TAPs directly to the Central Manager to avoid network latency. 

D. Deploy 2 new Collectors in the third data center located in between the 2 data centers. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

A Guardium administrator noticed that while the data activity monitoring is working fine, the Guardium appliance is
slower than usual. The administrator wants to check the current CPU load of the Guardium appliance. 

Which predefined Guardium report(s) allows the administrator to determine the current system CPU load of the
Guardium Appliance? 

A. CPU Util report 

B. CPU Tracker report 

C. Unit summary and CPU Util report 

D. Buff Usage Monitor and System monitor report 

Correct Answer: D 
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